PRAYER to DESTROY (Corona, Covid-19, SARS-CoV-2) VIRUS

(March 2020)

PLEASE PRAY ALOUD:
“Heavenly Father, I worship You, knowing that You care about the circumstances surrounding the deadly virus, functioning under the
names of Corona, Covid-19 and SARS-CoV-2 that is attacking the people of the earth with sickness and death. Lord Jesus, Your
name is above all names, and You have given us authority to stop this virus plague according to Your Word.
✓ Matthew 16:19, “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth shall be bound in
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven.”
✓ Luke 10:19, “I give to you authority to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the authority of the enemy and nothing
shall by any means hurt you.”
“Lord Jesus, thank You for giving me the keys of the Kingdom of Heaven. I believe and receive them by faith and declare that though I
live in the world, I do not wage war as the world does. My weapons are mighty through the power of God for the pulling down of the
stronghold of this virus.” (2Cor. 10:4)
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________
❖ “Holy Spirit, we know that You were present at the conception, development and engineering of this Corona, Covid-19 and
SARS-CoV-2 virus. I believe that You established “counter-engineering” within the virus framework to activate immediate
destruction whenever born-again believers in Jesus agree to release faith-filled words by Your anointing.”
❖ “I thank You that Your power is present to infuse, execute and establish everything fully and completely by the following
words that I pray in the name and by the authority of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth who came in the flesh.”
❖ “Let any programmed alterations, obstructions, hindrances and blocking mechanisms that have been released to obstruct the
language and effectiveness of this prayer concerning this virus be permanently destroyed by the fire of God.”
1) “Holy Spirit, please tune the frequency of my faith-filled words to resonate with the frequency of the faith of Heaven.”
2) “Let the faith of Heaven activate Your counter-engineering and be applied to resonate with the virus frequency of
each strand of this virus that is functioning and multiplying anywhere in the universe.”
3) “Let the powerful frequency of the faith of Heaven be fully amplified now to arrest and stop this virus wherever and
however it is functioning.”
4) “Now let the Corona, Covid-19, SARSCo-V-2 virus be decimated by the fire and brimstone of Almighty God, and the
ashes blown to the Abyss in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ of Nazareth who came in the flesh.”
5) “Let the breath of God cleanse and breathe newness of life in the air, on surfaces and within the human body to
heal and establish strength, wholeness and fullness of health.”
❖ “Lord, thank You, that:
Lord, I do not fear this virus, I fear God. As I focus my mind on You, then You will keep me in perfect peace. (Isa 26:3)
As I live this life of faith, and dwell in the secret place under the shadow of God Most High, I will always be shielded
from harm; therefore, evil cannot prevail against us nor disease come near my dwelling. (Ps 91)
No weapon formed against me can prosper. This is my inheritance as a servant of the LORD and my righteousness
is from Him. (Ref: Isa 54:19)
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Clarification of the Prayer to Destroy Corona, Covid-19, SARS CoV-2 Virus
We suspect the prayer that the Lord guided us to develop to destroy the virus will require some explanation.
Science has confirmed that every cell and every organ in the human body has an associated frequency because all
creation comes from light – the energy as God’s Word as He spoke everything into existence.
Each of our voices has a frequency too, and the power of the human voice can be demonstrated. When a singer's
voice resonates with the frequency of the crystal glass, and the tone he sings is amplified with a loudspeaker, the
power of his voice shatters the glass. Amazing.
When we were receiving this idea about the power of God’s people to destroy this virus, the Holy Spirit reminded
us of what happened with Jericho and with Jehoshaphat (to name just two examples).
Both of those miracles involved:
1) the people of God hearing the instructions of the Lord,
2) walking in obedience to fulfill the directions and
3) releasing a unified sound. In both cases when the people shouted (Jericho) and sang (Jehoshaphat), the
frequency of their amplified voices resonated with God's miraculous power and the enemy was overcome.
Many believe the Corona, Covid-19, SARS CoV-2 Virus was designed and spawned from a lab and it also
possesses a unique frequency. We simply stand in our authority in Christ. Then we ask the Lord to tune our
voices with the voice of the Son of God sitting at the right hand of God. As the saints pray aloud in unity, the
frequency of our voices of agreement will be amplified by the power of the Spirit to destroy the frequency of the
virus.
We hope that all of you will download it and give this prayer freely to all believers in Christ who will pray it aloud by
faith on a regular basis. We also hope that social media sharing will send this prayer “viral” to destroy the virus
assaults of the enemy!
Much love,
Ken and Sylvia Thornberg
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